CyberScan Essentials
It is our company policy not to give any comments to the devices of our competitors.
Below we list the features of our CyberScan system. It is left to the reader to compare
and draw conclusions.
CyberScan is unique in several ways. As a genuine medical device (CE class IIa,
TGA ARTG: DV-2012-DA-09896-3, FDA HCC D156965), CyberScan is ready for
nearly everything a user may require.
The tough housing is made from aluminium rather than from cheap plastic. It can take
a blow and is made for the harshest environment, like the Australian Outback.

The electronic parts inside the housing
are developed and made in Germany; no
cheap imported technique.
The colour touchscreen provides
information about the status of the
CyberScan and can be used to adapt the
settings to ones needs (language, volume,
connection etc.) and allows also access to
the on-board operation system.
CyberScan is equipped with sufficient connection points to be ready for many
accessories to come in the future without the need to change the design or hardware.

The software was developed by one of the finest software houses in Germany. Its use
is very logical and intuitive and has a modular structure. That is the reason that this
type of software surface is used by many other companies and perfectly adapted to
their special needs.
We have chosen to use this software surface rather than developing a complete new
one. But don’t be fooled: everything in the background is one hundred per cent
CyberScan and includes (international edition)
- fully editable no-nonsense medical database
- already delivered with more than 107.000 informational signals in over 1.600
groups and sub-groups
- an absolutely unique algorithm to calculate the informational signals
- including the complete hierarchy of each signal in the calculations (therefore,
one can differentiate between "normal" bacteria and antibiotic-resistant
bacteria or determine whether an orange is an allergen or a beneficial food)
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-

templates for recurring tasks or for special tests (customised for a client or
customised for specific tests like allergies or heavy metals etc.)

-

creation of medical references – to create your own expert system

-

biofeedback, bio resonance, radionics and colour- and sound tuning
database for humans, animals (veterinarian use) and plants (agriculture)

-

power supply from main power or battery pack
high-speed software start (17 sec)
easy exchange of groups and signals by built-in export and import tools
on-line customer service for download of software and database updates
on-line customer panel for exchange of experiences and information

If you compare this with other devices you’ll know how to decide and – there should
be only one choice.
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